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There are four euestj-ons in all

Question I.

Question 2.

Question 3.

Question 4.

40 mins.

20 mi-ns.

20 mins.

40 mins.

(40 marks )

(10 marks)

( 10 marks )

( 40 marks)

Questions 1, 2 and 3 are recorded on
provided

Side A of the cassette

Listen carefulry and folrow the instructions for each
Ques t i on

There are two printed pages
examination.

and two cassettes for the
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Question I. ( 40 mins ) (40 marks)

L-isten to the situations (a) to ( j) recorded on Side A of the
cassette. Each situation is followed by a pause of about 35

seconds during which you are required to record your response
to the situation. Answers will be assessed on their appro-
priateness, clarity and other aspects of speech'
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DO NOT WRITE AND READ

Question 2.

Listen to the recordi
than 5 min.

OUT YOUR ANSWERS.

l(.20 mins ) ( 10 marks )

ng and answer the question for not more
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(10 marks)

the question for not more

Question 3.

Listen to the
than. 5 mins.

Question 4.

(20 mins )

recording and answer

(Recorded on

(40 mins) (40 marks)

Side A of the second cassette)

Listen to
required

Student A

(i)
(ii)

( iii )

Topics

(i)
(ii)

( iii )

(iv)

the recording and do the role-play which is
for not more than l0 mins -

(host/hostess) is required to:-

open the programme and introduce Student B'

interview Student B-

thank Student B and close the programme '

to ask: -

feelings about being the best student '
methods of studYing -

plans for the future; further studies, career

advice or suggestions on how to study - directed
to future SPM students.

Student B (guest)

clue words for student B to answer the questions: -
organisation, time, discipline, studies abroad'

scholarship, major, profession, attitude, planning'
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